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Colleen Marie Brewer
Mortgage Loan Originator

9555 South Kingston Court #100
Englewood, CO 80112
Oﬃce 720-488-2085
Cell 303-941-6899
Efax 800-336-5419

#199075
DHI Mortgage

I’ve been in the mortgage business in Colorado since 1989. I have experience in all aspects in mortgage lending from originating to
post-closing. I was a member of the committee that assisted in the development of the state-specific Mortgage Loan Originator exam
which a person must pass to obtain an originator’s license in Colorado. I am also licensed to originate in New Mexico and California.
I truly enjoy working with borrowers and helping them obtain the best loans for their specific situations. I am able to assist with new
home purchases, resale purchases (including short sales and foreclosures), and refinances. DHI Mortgage is a very professional and
ethical mortgage company with competitive rates and incredible service. I’m proud to be a member of the team!
I have lived in Colorado since 1976 (not quite a native – but close!). I have a BA from Metropolitan State College of Denver and an
MBA from the University of Colorado at Denver. I live in Parker with my husband and three children. When not working I enjoy
attending my children’s sports events, volunteering at their schools, and scrapbooking. I look forward to working with you and your
family, and I welcome your referrals!

WWW.COLLEENBRE WER.COM

South Suburban Area Home Statistics
December
2011
Single Family Homes
Average Price
$311,463
(12 mo Average)

2012

% Change

$332,423

7%

Homes for Sale

306

222

Months Supply

2.55

1.76

- 27%

- 31%

Data Source: Metrolist, Inc. Area: South Suburban Central.
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By: The Steller Group

e search for your next dream home is a journey. Finding it can be a special
thrill, but the process can be daunting or even miserable without the right
representation. Protect yourself and your investment. Hiring a buyer’s agent
is free to buyers, as the seller is responsible for paying both agents in the
transaction. Working with an agent saves money, time, hassle and risk for
the homebuyer. Considering this is usually the largest purchase you may
make in your lifetime, having professional counsel from an agent with a
fiduciary responsibility to you is a wise decision. Choose someone trustworthy, knowledgeable, and who you are comfortable enough with to freely and
openly communicate.
e Steller Group has created a model that goes beyond the standard service
that typical brokers provide to their buyer clients. We call it e Buyer’s
Benefit. Here’s how it works:
Our lead buyer’s agent, Emily Medsker Jones, and our team’s showing
specialist, Sean McNamara, work together within an infrastructure that
provides expert, responsive and personalized service to our buyer clients.
When buyers begin working with e Steller Group, Emily meets with
clients to determine exactly what they are looking for in a new home. Once
the top list of homes is determined, Sean shows the properties to the clients.
While viewing the homes with the clients, Sean is listening and learning
more about their needs. As Sean and the buyers hunt for homes, Emily is
searching new options, researching values and writing oﬀers. e clients may
find the perfect home quickly. But if not, Sean and Emily will continue this
collaboration until they track down the perfect fit.

After the buyers have found the house they want to purchase, the most
important part of Emily’s job begins. She determines fair market value,
discusses the contract process with the buyers, and then negotiates the
purchase of the home. Emily advises the buyers on all aspects, deadlines
and obligations of the contract. Emily attends the home inspections with
them and helps determine what items may need to be addressed by the seller,
including negotiating an inspection resolution. She works with their
mortgage lender to make sure the lending process is going smoothly. Once
the loan process is complete and we are ready to close, Emily coordinates
with the title company to schedule closing, makes sure the final numbers for
closing are correct and that the home is ready for the happy new owners.
e Buyer’s Benefit structure ensures our clients receive superior service. e
system allows Sean and Emily to focus on their areas of expertise, while they
in turn are supported by our complete team of transaction coordinators and
real estate assistants.
at perfect home for you is out there, and we will find it for you! Contact
us at 303.539.5228 or Info@StellerRealEsate.com when you are ready to
begin the journey.

Visit www.StellerRealEstate.com to view
our featured properties, read testimonials
from our past clients, and learn more
about our team.
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By Andie Jones, Holistic & Functional Nutritionist
I get my daily dose of chocolate! Do you?

Who can resist that rich, melt-in-your-mouth goodness that only chocolate can provide? It’s undeniable that chocolate
is divine, but not all chocolate is created equal and it’s important to sort through the maze of chocolate options to find
options that are both delicious and loaded with health benefits.
Chocolate contains powerful antioxidants and flavanoids, protective plant nutrients, that some studies have shown provide anti-carcinogenic and
cardiovascular benefits such as:
• quenching free radicals
• decreasing LDL “bad” cholesterol and raising HDL “good” cholesterol
• relaxing blood vessels
• reducing the tendency for clot formation
And, if that isn’t enough reason to enjoy chocolate now and then, a Harvard public health study suggested that eating chocolate regularly in moderation may
even add years to your life! is healthy habit alone added nearly a year to men’s lives, after accounting for all other diet and lifestyle factors.
ese health benefits are more potent the higher the cacao content, that is, the darker the chocolate. When searching for your favorite varieties, consider this:
• Look for at least 70% dark chocolate. I, personally, enjoy 85% -95% dark chocolate the most!
• Be a food detective and look at the other ingredients in the chocolate. e types of sweeteners used, as well as the use of dairy, or soy-based emulsifiers
will vary by brand. I like brands that use honey, stevia, or xylitol and I prefer chocolates with a higher cocoa butter content over those that use soy
lecithin as an emulsifier.
• Organic chocolate will be free of toxic pesticides and other additives and will be non-genetically modified.
• Raw chocolate is not processed with heat, and so it retains more nutrients – vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants.
• Splurge and be a chocolate snob! It’s better to indulge in luxurious chocolate every once in a while, then eat the cheap varieties.
• A number of chocolate makers are committed to social and environmental responsibility. If this is important to you, look for
Fair Trade and other ethical practices.
While you can source high quality chocolates, it’s fun to experiment with new chocolate recipes at home. Check out this
Raw Chocolate Mousse recipe – it’s delicious, low in sugar, and high in healthy fats: www.LiveBeWell.com/chocolate
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BAM Enterprise
303-668-5636
www.bam-enterprise.com

BAM Enterprise, Inc. strives to find custom solutions to all of your Home Media
needs through our comprehensive products which allow us to provide
our customers a wide variety of features to choose from.
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Valentines Day in Southglenn
It's that time of year again...Heart-shaped boxes of chocolates are showing up in shops, couples are walking hand-in-hand,
and love is in the Southglenn air! On this lovers' holiday, make unforgettable memories with the one you love.

Dinner For 2 at Palace Arms á==Fresh Flowers á==Couples Massage
Aﬀairs Of The Heart Tour á==Luxurious Rooms Starting at $152 a night

Overnight Delight: The Brown Palace

321 17th Street, Denver - www.brownpalace.com - 303.297.3111

Fresh and unique custom floral arrangements á==Delivery Available

Flowers: Abloom

9325 Dorchester St. Ste. 122
www.abloomhighlandsranch.com - 303.470.1700

Its Not Just the Thought That Counts: A Line Boutique

Love Bites: Ivy at the Glenn
Stop by for a Romantic Dinner for Two
6955 S. York Street, Centennial
www.ivyattheglenn.com - 303.730.7200

Un-Tie The Knot(s): Massage Envy
Relax, Re-Align, and rejuvenate
Gift Cards Available
7470 S. University Blvd, Centennial
www.massageenvy.com - 303.741.3689

Clothing and Accessories that Dazzle and Delight
5375 Landmark Place, Greenwood Village
www.aline-online.com/ - 303.773.8200
Love is a force more formidable than any other. It is invisible - it cannot be seen or measured, yet it is powerful enough to
transform you in a moment, and oﬀer you more joy than any material possession could. - Barbara de Angels

Capturing the Culture of Design ©
www.Summit-Renovations.com
(303) 862-0165
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Capturing the Culture of Design ©

Pioneering the “Pop-Bottom” ©

www.Summit-Renovations.com

www.BasementsAndMoreInc.com

(303) 862-0165

(303) 944-0488

Dano and Maureen - Wash Park - Investor Client
We hired Todd Peirce to remodel a house we purchased on South
Franklin Street in Denver, across from Washington Park. Todd is a
very hard worker and has a lot of integrity. We enjoyed working
with him. The remodel was very extensive. The results were
astonishing. He took a bad 70’s remodel and made the house
beautiful inside and out. We were able to sell the home for top
dollar in a fairly diﬃcult market. We were very happy with the
profit we made. Please contact us if you would like details.
Maureen Zwick and Dano Keys, ofc tel: 303-993-7256

Dean and Carole Rollins - Retired - Centennial
We are Dean and Carole, the happy owners of a fabulous brand new
remodeled kitchen that was transformed by Summitt Renovations
from an original 1959 galley kitchen with original cabinets and
doors to the beautiful kitchen that it is today. This five week project
gave us everything we wanted: more cabinet space, more counter
space, more lighting, beautifully textured walls, completely new
look with wrapped granite counters, and new stainless appliances.
We felt completely comfortable with partners Todd Peirce and Dave
McMcLean and Jennifer Rhodes,who is in charge of Marketing.

Bob and Belinda Agan - SR VP Oppenheimer Funds - Parker
We just wanted to say thank you and could not be happier with
the outcome of our basement. Basements and More / Summit
Renovations were able to develop from the unconventional vision we
had for our lower level into the personal living space we imagined.
They were able to work iteratively with us; incorporating changes
when necessary to perfect the overall design. The team's combination
of project discipline, knowledge, professionalism, extreme creativity,
and maintaining a clean worksite are the key ingredients to their
success. We are exceptionally pleased with the results.

Chris and Vicki - Centennial
This Property Featured on HGTV
(to see the whole episode please go to
www.summit-renovations.com)
As featured on HGTV, Todd invested 60k of his own money to
increase the value of our home. It was stressful to live through
a large remodel with 3 kids, but at the end of the day, it was
completely worth it. After construction costs, Todd and his team
were able to increase the value of our house by 95k and get it sold
in 14-Days. Just before we had to move.

Jerry - Retired School Teacher - Wash Park
Todd Peirce did a great job of remolding and adding value to my
house. He accomplished everything that he said he would on time
and on budget. I trusted him completely and he delivered a wonderful upgrade and really helped me out. I was able to increase my
profit on the sale of the home by 75k. Thanks Todd! Jerry Schmitz
303-777-7552.

Rich and Amy B. - Account Executive - Cory-Merrill

Derek B. - Owner - Mort. Co.
Basements and More not only came in on budget and schedule,
their team of professionals provided excellent design ideas so my
basement remodel exceeded my expectations.

Ted K. - Investor

We have a 1960's home and wanted to create an open floor plan
and get a new kitchen. We needed to remove a wall and have new
cabinets, appliances, granite, and tile put in. The catch was - we
had a limited budget of 60k to make all of this happen. We could’t
be happier with the results and feel lucky to have found
Summit-Renovations.

As a real estate investor, it's extremely important to be aligned
with the right contractor. My goal is to increase the value of the
home, sell for a profit, and not have any inspection issues. Todd and
Summit-Renovations have been excellent team partners. Together
we have been able to set a couple of "price-points" in Centennial.

Jim Tascono - Wash Park - Attorney

Jeannine W. - Doctor - Wash Park

I moved from Bonnie Brae to Gilpin St. and found a great house
in need of a completely new design and remodel. Having gone
through a number of remodels in the past, it was important to find
a reliable company that stood behind their word and work. This was
the most important aspect for me in hiring Todd Peirce. He lived up
to his integrity with the overall design, tradesmen, budget, and his
word. I have since invested with Todd on a number of projects.

I chose to work with Todd and Dave after interviewing several
contractors that have done work in the Washington Park area.
I really liked their professionalism and that fact that they were
just good people. They were great working with my budget and
timeline as I wanted to spread my basement remodel out in a
couple of phases. I have been happy with their attention to my
questions/issues and I never feel ignored. I definitely would
recommend them to any friend.
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Kids Corner

VALENTINE’S DAY FUN
Show Your Kids How Much You Love Them

is Valentine’s Day, show your children how much they mean to you with
more than just a hug, kiss and some candy. ese family activities, special meal
ideas and thoughtful gifts are sure to make any child feel loved on Valentine’s
Day and always.

WORD SEARCH

Find the words about Valentine's Day, listed below
in the word search grid.

Valentine's Day-Inspired Meals
Say I love you with red, heart-shaped foods, love notes and special meals.
Breakfast: After toasting a piece of whole wheat bread, cut the toast in the
shape of a heart and spread some raspberry or strawberry jelly on top. You can
also make heart-shaped pancakes, top with fresh strawberries cut in the shape
of a heart and drizzle strawberry preserve over the top.
Lunch: Because Valentine's Day falls on a
ursday this year, put together a special school
lunch full of love -- literally. Use a heart-shaped
cookie cutter to cut your child's sandwich and
write a love note on your child's napkin.
Dinner: Make stuﬀed red bell peppers,
spaghetti with red sauce or another "red" food
to make Valentine's Day dinner special for the whole family.

Valentine's Day Scavenger Hunt
Pre-plan a Valentine's Day-themed scavenger hunt for your child. is activity
gets the whole family involved and is extremely fun for children. Don't forget
to get creative with your words -- include lots of Valentine's Day words like
love, heart, cupid and red.
Materials:
• 10 (3 x 5) notecards or blank paper cut in the shape of hearts
• Ballpoint pen
• 9 small age-appropriate prizes according to your preferences
(e.g., stickers, candy, small toys, money, etc.)
• 1 large prize

VALENTINE’S DAY - WORD LIST
BE MINE
HEARTS
CANDY
HOLIDAY
CARD
I LOVE YOU
CHOCOLATES

KISS
CUPID
LOVE
DATE
ROMANCE
FEBRUARY
ROSES

FLOWERS
SAINT
FOURTEENTH
SWEETHEARTS
GIFTS
VALENTINE

Directions:
1. Mark the first note card or paper heart with the first clue. is clue will lead your child to another location in the house where he or she will find a second
clue along with a small prize. 2. Continue the scavenger hunt by leaving clues to diﬀerent locations all over the house. 3. e last clue should lead your
child to the final location and the large prize.

Valentine's Day I Love You Book
is Valentine's Day I Love You book can be done ahead of time as a gift for your child or on
Valentine's Day as an activity with your child.
Materials:
• 1 (8 x 11) piece of cardstock paper
• 6 (8 x 11) pieces of blank paper
• Photo tape

• Stickers
• Photographs

• Stapler
• Markers

Directions:
1. Fold the cardstock paper in half, crease the fold. 2. Fold each individual piece of blank paper in half, crease the fold. 3. Open all the folded pieces of
paper and stack them on top of each other, with the cardstock on the bottom and the creases lining up/folded in the same direction. 4. Carefully re-fold the
papers to create a book, staple the binding three to four times, 1/4-inch away from the folded edge. 5. Decorate the cover and pages with drawings, notes,
pictures and stickers.

CLOSET FACTORY
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….Making Your Masterpiece Uniquely Yours
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By: Jennifer Rhodes

I had the opportunity to meet Mark and Polly Lestikow, owners of Closet Factory, while taking our Wash Park pop-top clients through their showroom. Not
only were Polly and Mark the kindest and warmest of hosts, I instantly fell in love with their immaculate showroom of custom closet and organizational systems. You laugh, but ladies, I know you can relate. Don’t quote me, but I could swear even my male client was drooling over the custom tie holders and built
in safes. After reading what they oﬀer, I am sure you will want to romance a custom closet from e Closet Factory too!
Polly instantly put our clients at ease as she sat down with us and communicated openly with us about our ideas. Since we are only at the design phase in this
project, she was able to review our plans and oﬀer suggestions that would maximize the space (which is so necessary in Wash Park homes) and make our master closet function at its highest potential.
“We treat every project as a unique opportunity to design a new masterpiece,” said Polly. “To give someone’s life more order. More serenity. Even more beauty.
at is our philosophy. We listen carefully when our clients tell us what they want.” Just as no two problems are alike, neither are the solutions. Your situation
is uniquely yours, and no company is more uniquely qualified to help you than Closet Factory.
“Our custom closet design process all begins with our free
in-home closet design consultation,” reported Polly as she
shared the experience every client can expect at Closet
Factory. First you will meet with a highly trained closet
designer. ey will measure your space and everything that
will go into your custom home closet design. ey will inventory the items that will need to be stored so each custom
design will meet the client’s organizational needs. Next they
share their custom design ideas and match them up to your
needs, desires, and budget. During this meeting, your
designer will determine the custom closet design that works
best for your closet or home organization space. Closet
Factory oﬀers you your choice of materials and makes
suggestions for just the right options and accessories that
will make your closet design perfect for you, your space,
and your style.
Each job is individually manufactured from the design you
approve. en it’s time for Closet Factory’s skilled craftsmen
to go to work - using state of the art machinery, fabricating
each part to meet the exact specifications of your design.
All materials are carefully inspected at each stage of the process and again before being loaded for installation. From cutting…to finishing…to assembly…
to inspection, everything is done with the utmost care to insure quality, quantity, and cleanliness.
“Once a design is agreed upon, we’ll build everything to specification quickly and with care,” shared Polly. e final step is a quick, clean installation of your
immaculate new dream closet, garage, home oﬃce, entertainment center, pantry, laundry room, or other unit. “Since all of the manufacturing and most of the
finishing is done in our factory, installation is quick and painless,” she said. is means there is not a lot of cutting, sanding, or other messy construction going
on in your home. Polly reported, “Our installers always give the upmost consideration to you, your family, and your home. Every client can rest easy knowing
that our entire team is only a phone call away…and we are ready to handle any issue or last minute question that might come up.”
Making your masterpiece uniquely yours is easy at Closet Factory, where every storage
solution is custom. Made to order. Your order. It is the reason they have become the
authority on personal storage solutions. From the finish of the rods to the style of the
handles, from the cut of the doors to the color and texture of the glass inserts, it is the
combination of all the finer points that truly makes a Closet Factory design perfect for
you.

303-690-6901 www.ClosetFactory.com
8480 Upland Drive, Suite 200, Centenial, CO 80112
www.facebook.com/closetfactory
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Random Acts of
Kindness Day

Chinese New Year

Super Bowl Sunday

President's Day

Mark Your Calendar!

Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Cherry Pie Day

Valentine’s Day

FEBRUARY 2013 SOUTHGLENN EVENTS

George Washington's
Birthday

National Freedom Day

December 8, 2012
5:00 - 8:00 pm

Groundhog Day
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